The role of the axonal membrane compartment in synaptic integration is usually neglected. We show here that in interneurons of the cerebellar molecular layer, where dendrites are so short that the somatodendritic domain can be considered isopotential, the axonal membrane contributes a significant part of the cell input capacitance. We examine the impact of axonal membrane on synaptic integration by cutting the axon with two-photon illumination. We find that the axonal compartment acts as a sink for signals generated at fast conductance synapses, thus increasing the initial decay rate of corresponding synaptic potentials over the value predicted from the resistance-capacitance (RC) product of the cell membrane; signals generated at slower synapses are much less affected. This mechanism sharpens the spike firing precision of fast glutamatergic inputs without resorting to multisynaptic pathways.
INTRODUCTION
''Synaptic integration'' is the process by which the synaptic information coming from individual synaptic sites is combined with the membrane properties of the postsynaptic neuron to determine the firing pattern of this neuron. Current understanding of synaptic integration in the mammalian CNS is rooted in the work by Eccles and collaborators (Coombs et al., 1957) , who established a clear distinction between the role of the somatodendritic compartment (collecting synaptic information) and that of the axon (generating and transmitting the action potential). Recently, analysis of local dendritic recordings has enriched this picture by showing that in certain neurons, dendrites possess voltage-dependent channels and are able to generate and conduct action potentials Stuart et al., 1997; Gulledge et al., 2005) . In addition, the presence of specific voltage-dependent conductances in dendrites alters the shape of local synaptic potentials and may increase the size of somatic synaptic potentials Gulledge et al., 2005) .
A number of recent results indicate that the passive electrical coupling between the soma and the axon is much more extensive than previously assumed. Somatic hyperpolarization has been shown to influence the inactivation state of axonal K + channels and thus modify action potential propagation in hippocampal pyramidal cells (Debanne et al., 1997) . In retinal bipolar cells, somatic depolarizing voltage steps elicit graded activation of Ca 2+ channels located in presynaptic terminals (Protti and Llano, 1998) . Subthreshold changes in somatic potentials have been shown to modify neurotransmitter release in cerebellar interneurons (Glitsch and Marty, 1999) , hippocampal granule cells (Alle and Geiger, 2006) , and cortical pyramidal cells (Shu et al., 2006) . Finally, several studies (e.g. in hippocampal pyramidal cells and in cerebellar Purkinje cells [Clark et al., 2005] ) indicate that the action potential initiation site is not at the axon initial segment, but at some distance away from the soma, at the first node of Ranvier. This implies that subthreshold somatic depolarization influences the axonal membrane over a distance of 50 mm or more. If one accepts the existence of a significant coupling between somatodendritic and axonal compartments in the subthreshold voltage range, it follows that synaptic currents load a substantial part of axonal membrane, and conversely, that loading the axonal capacitance may alter the shape of synaptic potentials. However, to our knowledge, such participation of the axon in synaptic integration has not been considered so far. This is likely due to the fact that the concepts of synaptic integration have been established in large neurons, such as spinal cord motoneurons. In such cells (as documented in CA3 pyramidal cells; see Major et al., 1994) , the influence of the somatodendritic compartment on passive cell properties overshadows that of the axon. However, a different situation might prevail for the smaller neurons that abound in the mammalian CNS. In the present study, we use a combination of cellular laser dissection and whole-cell recording, as well as modeling, to show that in small neurons, the coupling between somatodendritic and axonal compartments plays a predominant role in the temporal integration of synaptic signals.
RESULTS

Capacitive Currents of MLIs Are Biphasic
We examined cerebellar stellate and basket cells, two closely related cell types (Sultan and Bower, 1998 ) that collectively constitute molecular layer interneurons (MLIs). MLIs have short and thick dendrites: typical values for dendrite length and width in juvenile rats as used in the present study) are 20-50 mm and 1-2 mm, respectively (Llano et al., 1997; Pouzat and Hestrin, 1997) . Model calculations performed on these neurons (Pouzat and Marty, 1999) , as well as experimental results (Auger et al., 1998) , suggest that their dendrites are electrically compact, such that dendritic voltage gradients do not distort synaptic currents significantly. Nevertheless, we found that the passive properties of MLIs deviate strongly from the predictions of a one-compartment model. Under voltage clamp, capacitive currents displayed two distinct exponential components ( Figure 1A ): a fast component with a time constant of 0.24 ± 0.04 ms and an associated capacitance, C f , of 6.3 ± 0.6 pF; and a slow component with a time constant of 2.54 ± 0.27 ms and an associated capacitance, C s , of 10.5 ± 0.9 pF (n = 14; Figures 1B and 1C) . While C f most probably corresponds to the somatodendritic compartment, acting as one unit, the nature of C s is intriguing. Since MLIs are linked through gap junctions in adult guinea pigs (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 1999) , electrical coupling between MLIs could be responsible for C s . However, the prevalence of such coupling is low in juvenile rats (Pouzat and Marty, 1999) , which were used in the present work. Furthermore, we tested the gap junction hypothesis by comparing capacitive currents before and after application of the decoupling agent carbenoxonole (100 mM). There was no significant difference between the control and carbenoxonole groups (thus the mean C s reduction in carbenoxolone was 0.80 ± 0.94 pF, n = 6; p = 0.5; results not shown), suggesting that gap junctions do not play a major role in generating C s .
Axotomizing MLIs with Two-Photon Illumination MLI axons extend over much longer distances than dendrites. We therefore asked whether C s could have arisen from the axonal membrane. Axons from the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans have been successfully cut by two-photon illumination (Yanik et al., 2004) , and axotomized axons were able to regrow. Having filled an interneuron with the Ca-sensitive dye Oregon Green 488 BAPTA-1 (OG1), we located the axon using two-photon illumination and recorded its response to somatically applied depolarizations (Llano et al., 1997; . We selected a region of the main axon that was straight and free of collateral branches, and we submitted it to repetitive line scans in the direction orthogonal to the axonal axis using high-power biphotonic illumination while maintaining the soma under voltage clamp. This resulted in axon severing at the point of illumination ( Figure 1D ). The gap in the cut region was less than 1 mm in width initially ( Figure 1D2 ), and became broader on a time course of minutes ( Figure 1D3 ). Successful cutting was accompanied by local Ca elevation, which however subsided within <1 min on the somatic side of the cut. The distal part of the axon underwent progressive degeneration, as revealed by beading, segregation of axon segments, and persistent elevation of fluorescence levels ( Figure 1D3 ). By contrast, there was no sign of degradation at any time after cutting (within the $1 hr duration of the experiment) in the somatodendritic domain or in the part of the axon that remained attached to the soma ( Figure 1E ). Axon disruption was reflected by a sudden increase in the cell conductance (by 6.0 ± 2.1 nS, n = 6), from 0.63 ± 0.13 nS at rest. The conductance gradually recovered, with a typical recovery time of 10-20 min (example in Figure 1F ).
Upon cutting, C f was not altered (mean ratio after cutting over control, 1.03 ± 0.09, n = 14), but C s was reduced from 10.5 ± 0.9 to 2.6 ± 0.9 pF (24% ± 7% of its initial value), a highly significant change (p < 0.001, n = 14; Figures 1G and 1H) . This change was immediately apparent after the cut and remained stable thereafter. These results show that the axon membrane provides the major part of the slow capacitive component. The residual C s observed after cutting likely reflects the axon length (averaging 38 mm, n = 8) remaining between the cutting site and the soma ( Figure 1E ).
Passive Properties of MLIs Can Be Modeled as an Assembly of a Homogeneous Compartment and a Finite Cable
To estimate the possible impact of the axonal membrane on synaptic integration, we examined the responses of MLIs to short current injections under current clamp. In control conditions, the membrane voltage decay could be closely approximated by a double exponential function ( Figure 2A ). The time constants and the relative amplitudes of the fast and slow components did not depend on the current amplitude, suggesting that they were determined by passive membrane properties (Figure 2A ). The decay kinetics became slower as the duration of the pulse was increased ( Figure 2B ). This effect could largely be ascribed to a decrease of the relative amplitude of the fast component as a function of pulse duration, while both time constants were weakly dependent on this duration ( Figure 2C ).
Given the simple geometry of MLIs ( Figure 2D ), we modeled current-clamp results based on an assembly of an isopotential somatodendritic compartment and a finite length cable (Rall, 1969; Jackson, 1992) . The model predicts current-step-induced voltage relaxations that are an infinite sum of exponentials, with decreasing time constants (Equation 1 of the Modeling section in the Experimental Procedures). In practice, however, only the first few terms of the series make a significant contribution, and the model relaxations ( Figure 2B , dashed line), like the corresponding experimental results, were fitted using a biexponential function. Model parameters include the mean cell input resistance (R), the ratio of the axonal access conductance over that of the somatodendritic compartment (r), the cable physical length (l), the cable length constant (l), and the dimensionless cable length L = l/l. Since the mean cell input resistance (R = 1.70 GU) and axon length (l = 300 mm) are known, the model contains only two free parameters, L and r. A good fit was obtained with L = 0.55, r = 1.5 ( Figure 2C ). l can be calculated from these results as 545 mm, close to previous estimates of axon length constants in the pituitary gland (Jackson, 1993) , as well as in hippocampal or cortical principal neurons (Alle and Geiger, 2006; Shu et al., 2006) .
The fact that the model could account for voltage relaxation results for short current pulses is encouraging since the data include three independent parameters (the slow and fast time constants, t v,s and t v,f , and the percentage amplitude of fast relaxation, %F), whereas the model has only two (L and r). Furthermore, the model correctly predicted the dependence of %F on pulse duration, but it displayed less dependence of t v,s and t v,f on pulse duration than experimental data ( Figures 2B and 2C) . The model was chosen to approximate best short pulse duration data, with respective experimental and model values for 2 ms long current pulses: t v,s = 32.2 ± 5.2 ms (experimental) versus 31.7 ms (model); t v,f = 1.9 ± 0.3 ms versus 1.7 ms; %F = 37.9 ± 6.4 versus 39.0. The model assumes, for reasons that will be discussed later, that the somatodendritic and axonal compartments have the same membrane resistivity, and hence the same membrane time constant t m . Since it predicts that t m = t v,s , based on the present results we set t m = 32 ms.
The same model predicts an infinite series of exponentials for the decay of the capacitive current (Equation 2 of the Modeling section in the Experimental Procedures).
Like above, the first terms predominate, and the relaxation can well be described with a sum of two exponentials (Figure 2E ). This gave t s = 3.08 ms (in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of 2.54 ms) and t f = 0.20 ms (also close to the experimental value of 0.24 ms; the latter match is, however, partially fortuitous since the fast component of the experimental curve contained contributions from both the axonal and the somatodendritic membrane; see the Modeling section in the Experimental Procedures).
These results show that the biphasic decays of the capacitive current in voltage clamp, and those of the currentdriven depolarization in current clamp, can be explained by a simple passive membrane model consisting of one compartment plus a finite length cable.
Current-Clamp Results with and without an Axon
The decay time course of current-driven depolarizations turned from biexponential before axon cutting (11/11 cells) to monoexponential after axon cutting (10/11 cells; Figure 3A ). In 8/11 cells, the initial rate of decay (measured as explained in the Experimental Procedures) was reduced after axon cutting ( Figure 3A) , suggesting that the presence of the axon accelerates the initial phase of membrane repolarization. This result was all the more remarkable since the input resistance (see below) and the input capacitance of the cell ( Figure 1) were usually reduced after cutting. Both factors, by themselves, would tend to accelerate the decay of the cut cell compared with that of the control. When normalizing the results with respect to the RC product, a marked reduction of the initial decay rate was found in all experiments ( Figure 3B ).
During axotomy experiments, we were unable to find any axon in five cells that had presumably each lost an axon during the preparation of the slice. We used these ''axonless'' cells to test whether a side effect of our cutting procedure could be responsible for the kinetic change illustrated in Figure 3A . Axonless cells had a mean input resistance of 3.9 ± 2.2 GU, compared with 1.70 ± 0.29 GU and 0.75 ± 0.21 GU before and after cutting, respectively, in axotomy experiments (n = 14). They displayed monoexponential capacitive currents ( Figure 3C1 ) and monoexponential voltage decays ( Figure 3C2 ) in response to current injection. The time constant of voltage decay of axonless cells (t = 23.6 ± 4.3 ms; n = 5) was slightly smaller than t m (32 ms), but it was slower than the time constant of axotomized cells (t = 6.0 ± 0.9 ms; n = 10), in accordance with the higher input resistance of axonless cells compared with axotomized cells. The difference disappeared after dividing by the RC product, showing that cells without axons obeyed the predictions of a simple RC compartment independently of the method used to sever the axon ( Figure 3B ). Taken together, the results strongly suggest that the axon is responsible for accelerating the first part of the voltage decay after current injection.
Kinetics of Synaptic Current Decay and Synaptic Potential Decay
Having established the effects of the axon membrane on passive membrane properties, we next examined the consequences of these effects for synaptic integration. It was reported that MLIs retain a rather high intracellular Cl À concentration late in life, so that GABAergic postsynaptic currents (GPSCs) are inward below À60 mV, and GABAergic postsynaptic potentials (GPSPs) are often depolarizing and excitatory (Chavas and Marty, 2003) .
[Note however that whereas Chavas and Marty (2003) report a Cl À reversal potential of À58 mV, Carter and Regehr (2002) report a value of À82 mV; the reason for the discrepancy remains unclear.] Kinetics of spontaneous synaptic currents was determined at 34 C-37 C under physiological ionic conditions (15 mM intracellular Cl À ; see Chavas and Marty, 2003) . We found that excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) were entirely due to the activation of AMPAselective glutamate receptors, confirming earlier studies showing that single EPSCs of MLIs lack any NMDA-sensitive component (Glitsch and Marty, 1999; Clark and CullCandy, 2002) . Also in conformity with previous work (Llano and Gerschenfeld, 1993; Carter and Regehr, 2002) , we found that EPSCs were much faster than GPSCs. At a holding potential of À70 mV, both types of currents were inward, with mean amplitudes of 106 ± 30 pA (n = 4) for EPSCs and 57 ± 11 pA (n = 4) for GPSCs. Distributions of weighted decay time constants were centered around 0.65 ms for EPSCs and 6.6 ms for GPSCs; the distributions did not overlap ( Figure 4A ). In current clamp, the holding current was adjusted to maintain the mean membrane potential near À70 mV, just below the firing range of MLIs (Chavas and Marty, 2003) . In these conditions, the largest excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs)/GPSPs occasionally triggered action potentials (as previously reported: Carter and Regehr, 2002; Chavas and Marty, 2003) , while most postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) were subthreshold. EPSPs and GPSPs (mean amplitudes across cells: 6.41 ± 0.45 mV, n = 13, and 6.68 ± 1.48 mV, n = 6, respectively) had strikingly different time courses ( Figure 4B ). EPSPs had a short rise time (%2 ms) and a biexponential decay (fast time constant: 4.0 ± 1.0 ms; slow time constant: 38.2 ± 8.4 ms; percentage of fast component: 30% ± 4%; n = 12; Figure 4B ). GPSPs had much longer rise times (up to 20 ms), a rounded maximum, and a slow, monophasic decay ( Figure 4B) , with a time constant of 42.1 ± 9.6 ms, which is not statistically different from that of the slow component of EPSPs.
Because PSPs were recorded near the firing range of the cells, we examined whether their decay kinetics could be affected by voltage in two ways. First, if the cell was hyperpolarized down to À80 mV, the biphasic versus monophasic character of EPSPs versus GPSPs was maintained, and none of the kinetic parameters of EPSPs and GPSPs (EPSPs: slow and fast time constant of decay, and proportion of the fast component; GPSPs: half decay time) displayed any significant change (n = 4 for each set of measurements). [However, in agreement with recent results indicating that the MLI input conductance gradually increases with hyperpolarization between À70 and À100 mV (Mejia-Gervacio and Marty, 2006), we found that hyperpolarizing beyond À80 mV did accelerate GPSPs and EPSPs (results not shown).] Second, to test whether PSP kinetics was related to PSP amplitudes, we separated EPSPs or GPSPs in individual experiments into two groups according to their maximum amplitudes (excluding the few events that triggered spikes). After appropriate scaling, the kinetics of decay for each size class A) Response to step current injection (2 ms long) in current-clamp mode, before and after axotomy. Before axon cutting, the potential decay was approximated by the sum of two exponential components with t v,s = 51.3 ms, t v,f = 2.5 ms, %F = 0.35. After cutting, a single exponential was required (time constant: 13.1 ms). (B) Summary results (blue dots: individual experiments; black symbols: means ± SEM) comparing the rate of repolarization following 2 ms long current injections with and without an axon. Rates were divided by the product of the input resistance and input capacitance for normalization. In axotomy experiments, the normalized initial decay rate was 4.3-fold higher than that predicted from the RC product in the control, but fell near or below that value after cutting. Axonless cells displayed decay rates similar to that predicted from their RC products. (C) Passive membrane properties for a representative ''axonless'' cell (n = 5), where no axon could be found in combined Ca imaging/wholecell recording experiments. As illustrated here, decays of capacitive currents (C1; 10 mV voltage step) and voltage responses to short current injection (C2; 100 pA for 2 ms) could be fitted by single exponentials, with time constants of 0.28 ms (C1) and 28 ms (C2).
was superimposable (n = 3 for each type of analysis; examples in Figure 4C ). Thus, in general, voltage-dependent conductances did not affect the PSP decay kinetics significantly.
We conclude that EPSPs and GPSPs have strikingly different decay kinetics, and that the difference is due to a combination of the kinetics of the underlying synaptic currents with the passive properties of the neurons.
Influence of Axonal Membrane Capacitance on Synaptic Potential Decay
We next tested the effects of axotomy on the decay kinetics of EPSPs. In 11/13 cells, this decay changed from biexponential before cutting to monoexponential after cutting (example in Figure 5A ; in the other two cases, the decay retained a monoexponential or biexponential shape through cutting). Likewise, axonless cells displayed monoexponential EPSP decays with long time constants (mean value of 27.6 ± 5.0 ms, n = 5; versus 6.5 ± 0.9 ms, n = 10 in freshly axotomized cells; Figure 5B ). These numbers are not significantly different from the mean time constants for voltage decay following depolarizing current steps (23.6 ± 4.3 ms and 6.0 ± 0.9 ms, respectively; see above). The difference in EPSP decay rates for axotomized cells versus axonless cells (with a ratio of 4.2) is in line with the difference in input resistances for these data sets (with a ratio of 7.2), and thus reflects the fact that membrane healing is not perfect in axon cutting experiments. After RC normalization, a clear decrease was apparent when comparing the initial EPSP decay rates before and after cutting (with a mean ratio of 3.78 ± 0.58, n = 10; p < 0.001; Figure 5C ). In both axotomized and axonless cells, normalized initial EPSP decay rates were close to, or smaller than, the inverse of the RC product, whereas in normal cells, the rates were higher than 1/RC (average ratio, 2.92 ± 0.52; Figure 5C ). These results all support the view that the presence of the axon accelerates the initial decay rate of EPSPs.
Testing the Predictions of the Soma + Finite Cable Model on Synaptic Potential Time Course
To test the impact of the axonal membrane on PSP kinetics, we predicted the shape of EPSPs and GPSPs by calculating the convolution product of the average EPSC and GPSC waveforms, as determined under voltage clamp (yellow curves in Figures 6A and 6B) , with the response to an instantaneous current step (blue curves), as derived from the passive membrane model of Figure 2 . The results (C1-C2) Lack of correlation between PSP decay kinetics and PSP amplitudes. Spontaneous GPSPs (C1, in the presence of NBQX) and EPSPs (C2, in the presence of gabazine) were recorded at a holding potential close to À75 mV (two different cells). PSPs were separated into two groups of equivalent sizes according to their peak amplitudes, and averages were calculated for each of the two groups. After scaling, averages were superimposed, showing that small-and large-amplitude PSPs have identical decay kinetics.
(red curves in Figures 6A and 6B ) are very close to the experimental results (black curves). This suggests that the axon membrane is responsible for the marked difference in decay kinetics between EPSPs and depolarizing GPSPs. As expected, applying the same procedure to a one-compartment model resulted in a markedly slower EPSP decay and in smaller differences between simulated EPSP and GPSP decay kinetics ( Figures 6C and 6D) .
Importance of Synaptic Potential Kinetics for Synaptic Integration PSP kinetics has been repeatedly identified as a key factor influencing the time window for PSP summation (Geiger et al., 1997) and postsynaptic firing (Fetz and Gustafsson, 1983) . The transfer function linking PSP shape and firing window can however be quite complex (Kirkwood and Sears, 1982) ; it depends on the size of the PSP (Fetz and Gustafsson, 1983) as well as the intervention of a range of cell-specific, voltage-dependent conductances (Stuart and Sakmann, 1995; Fricker and Miles, 2000) .
In MLIs, several studies indicate that PSP kinetics influences postsynaptic firing precision. Low spike precision and repetitive firing (''jittery trains'') were reported when injecting a long-lasting (time constant of decay: 10 ms) depolarizing current (Mann-Metzer and Yarom, 2002) . In dynamic clamp experiments, a short integration window is obtained when injecting fast currents, mimicking EPSCs, but not slow currents, mimicking GPSCs (Carter and Regehr, 2002; Suter and Jaeger, 2004) . However, GPSPs were hyperpolarizing in these experiments, based on the measurement by Carter and Regehr (2002) of a Cl À reversal potential of À82 mV. Because of this, the large (7.5-fold) difference in integration windows found in their study could, at least in part, have reflected a difference in the (C) The initial normalized decay rate, calculated by dividing the measured rate by the RC product, is significantly larger than 1 in control condition, but is close to 1 or below 1 after axon cutting (blue dots: individual experiments; black symbols: means ± SEM). Axonless cells display normalized initial decay rates close to 1 (mean ± SEM, n = 5).
Figure 6. Modeling the Effect of Axon Membrane Capacitance on the Kinetics of Synaptic Potentials
(A and B) Calculation of the convolution product of the one-compartment + cable model potential response to an instantaneous current injection (I-Step, in blue) and of the time course of averaged EPSCs or GPSCs (yellow) yields time courses (red curves) that mimic averages of experimentally measured EPSPs and GPSPs (black curves). (C and D) Comparison of PSP kinetics for a one-compartment model versus a one-compartment + cable model. Model curves were generated by calculating the convolution product of the mean synaptic currents with the I-Step function of a one-compartment model (a monoexponential decay function with a time constant of 32 ms; green curves) and were compared to the curves predicted with the soma + cable model (red curves, as in A and B). GPSPs have similar shapes for the two models, but the predicted EPSP has a much narrower peak, and faster initial decay, in the model that includes the finite cable.
sign of the response rather than in PSP kinetics. Therefore, it was decided to directly compare the integration windows for glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs under conditions where both inputs would be excitatory.
To this end, we separately stimulated glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs by placing an extracellular stimulating electrode either in the granule cell layer (to excite ascending fibers from granule cell axons) or in the proximal molecular layer (to stimulate afferent MLI axons) ( Figure 7A ; Chavas and Marty, 2003) . In each experiment, the nature of the synaptic inputs was confirmed by recording the corresponding synaptic currents in voltage clamp and verifying that these currents had their characteristic decay kinetics (right panels in Figure 7B ). As before, cells were slightly hyperpolarized (near À70 mV) such that both glutamatergic and GABAergic inputs were depolarizing. Holding potential and stimulation strength were tuned such that the responses were near threshold (with suband superthreshold responses in each stimulation sequence). First spike latencies were much shorter and less variable with glutamatergic than with GABAergic stimuli (left panels in Figure 7B ). Cumulative histograms gathered for four cells in each condition showed almost no overlap ( Figure 7C, left) . Even though the integral of the synaptic currents (as measured at À80 mV) was somewhat larger on average for glutamatergic inputs than for GABAergic inputs ( Figure 7C ), this was not the reason for the difference in latencies, since the distribution of glutamatergic and GABAergic synaptic current integrals heavily overlapped (not shown), and since many stimuli for both glutamatergic and gabergic inputs were subthreshold ( Figure 7B ). On average, latencies were much shorter (2.46 ± 0.4 ms versus 68.3 ± 9.8 ms; p < 0.001) and had a much smaller SD (0.71 ± 0.35 ms versus 43.5 ± 10.1 ms; p < 0.001) for glutamatergic stimulations than for GABAergic stimulations ( Figure 7C ).
Axotomy Deteriorates Time Precision of Action Potentials Elicited by Granule Cell Stimulation
The previous results indicate that the time precision of excitatory inputs to MLIs is greatly affected by the kinetics of the corresponding PSPs. Because axotomy slows the RCcorrected rate of PSP decay (Figure 5 ), we next compared spike precision for glutamatergic inputs before and after axotomy. To minimize confounding effects of incomplete healing, analysis was restricted to cases where the input resistance after axotomy was equal to, or larger than, that obtained under control conditions, as exemplified in Figure 8A . In four such experiments, we found that the SD of EPSP-driven spike latencies increased after axotomy (from 0.66 ± 0.02 ms to 1.34 ± 0.22 ms; p < 0.05; Figure 8B ; a similar increase was found when correcting the delays for the jitter of EPSP onset), whereas there was no significant increase in mean latencies (4.8 ± 1.3 ms after axotomy versus 3.7 ± 0.5 ms before). These results suggest that ''axonal speeding'' improves spike precision by a factor of about 2-fold. (Unexpectedly, axotomy resulted in a negative shift of the spike threshold and in enhanced cell excitability [results not shown]. In order to maintain at least some subthreshold responses, the cells were hyperpolarized by about 10 mV after axotomy.)
To obtain another estimate of the gain of spike precision that can be attributed to axonal speeding, we compared the SD of spike latencies when injecting near-threshold currents with different time courses in intact cells. One current profile (a 1 ms long rectangular injection) resulted in depolarizations mimicking normal EPSPs; the other profile (with an exponential decay having a time constant of 5 ms) was calculated to mimic EPSPs of axonless cells. The SD of spike latencies was almost 5-fold larger with the slower decay (0.84 ± 0.12 ms) than with the faster decay (0.18 ± 0.02 ms; p < 0.01; see Figure S1 in the Supplemental Data).
DISCUSSION
Our results suggest that in MLIs, the axonal membrane provides a capacitance sink that shapes EPSPs and GPSPs differently. Short current injections, such as those provided by glutamatergic synapses, selectively depolarize the somatodendritic domain. Upon cessation of the current load, the additional charges carried by the somatodendritic membrane flow along the axon and redistribute over the entire cell membrane. This explains why the initial decay time constant of EPSPs is only a few ms, much shorter than the RC product. We call this process axonal speeding to contrast it with the classical retardation effect of dendritic cables (or ''dendritic filtering;'' see Gulledge et al., 2005) . With longer current injections, such as those generated by GABAergic synapses, a sizable part of the axonal membrane is depolarized during the stimulus, so that the decay now primarily reflects the unloading of the capacitance of the entire cell membrane through the small resting conductance. This explains the slow decay of GPSPs. Thus, the reason why axonal speeding only applies to EPSPs in the present study is that the time constant of the capacitive loading of the axon membrane (2.5 ms) lies between the weighted time constants for the decay of glutamatergic (0.65 ms) and GABAergic (6.6 ms) currents. More generally, axonal speeding may be seen as a means to overcome the limitation of the cell RC (Koch et al., 1996) so that fast synaptic channel kinetics can accelerate synaptic potential decays even in high-resistance neurons.
The simple passive membrane model consisting of a homogeneous compartment and a finite length cable captures the major features of our results. As shown in the Modeling section in the Experimental Procedures, the model predicts the values of the total input resistance R, the somatodendritic resistance R s , the cytosolic resistivity R i , and the axon diameter d. All predictions are in reasonable or excellent agreement with independent measurements obtained in this work or in previous studies.
Axonal speeding relies on having spike-triggering PSPs near the start of a cable. This cable does not need to be an axon. Indeed, it was pointed out a long time ago that somatically generated EPSPs could be accelerated by the presence of a dendritic cable (Rall et al., 1967) . However, little experimental evidence has been provided to document such ''dendritic speeding.'' One possible example occurs at granule cell to basket cell synapses in the hippocampus. At these synapses, which are located near the soma of the postsynaptic cell, EPSPs are very fast, and they often display a biexponential decay, with an initial phase that is faster than the cell RC (Geiger et al., 1997) . It is possible that this speeding is due to dendrites abutting near the soma (as well as to the axon). Thus, dendritic speeding of somatic inputs could contribute to the different shaping of the integration windows of distally versus proximally located synaptic inputs.
Which cell parameters determine axonal speeding? Effective axonal speeding requires that the axonal/dendritic dominance index is not too small (r > 0.2), or else the amplitude of the fast relaxation becomes negligible (modeling results not shown). The model predicts that r is proportional to ld/C s (Equation 5 below), where C s is the capacitance of the somatodendritic compartment. On the basis of this analysis, any small cell (C s % 20 pF, compared with 4.5 pF in MLIs) with a reasonably large axon diameter (d R 0.2 mm, compared with 0.6 mm in MLIs) and a long axon length constant (l $500 mm, as in MLIs) is likely to display axonal speeding. This suggests that axonal speeding may shape synaptic potentials in many classes of brain neurons. However, principal cells are excluded because of their high C s value (R100 pF; see, e.g., Llano et al., 1991) . But principal cells have evolved a method aside from axonal speeding to ensure spike precision, namely feedforward inhibition (Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; Gabernet et al., 2005) .
Several elements suggest that the stimulation of MLIs by granule cells is optimized for high time precision. Physiological sensory stimulations in nonanesthetized cats result in precisely timed, high-frequency (>100 Hz) firing of individual granule cells (Jö rntell and Ekerot, 2006) . Parallel fiber-induced EPSCs in MLIs are only mediated by AMPA receptors (Glitsch and Marty, 1999; Clark and Cull-Candy, 2002) and display remarkably fast decay kinetics (Llano and Gerschenfeld, 1993) . Single parallel fiber-induced EPSPs are often superthreshold (Barbour, 1993; Carter and Regehr, 2002) . In this context, axonal speeding appears as one of several factors that contribute to high time precision of MLIs in response to granule cell stimulation. Our experiments suggest that axonal speeding increases time precision of parallel fiber-driven spikes by a factor of 2-to 5-fold. It will be interesting to test whether axonal speeding insures that individual MLIs faithfully follow the fast spike trains of their presynaptic parallel fibers, and whether it contributes to restriction of Purkinje cell firing to a narrow time window following parallel fiber stimulation (Brunel et al., 2004; Mittmann et al., 2005) . Moreover, axonal speeding could also contribute to the determination of the sign of potential long-term changes in EPSP amplitudes (Jö rntell and Ekerot, 2002 ) by setting precise time shifts between MLI firing and subthreshold EPSPs (Debanne et al., 1998; Nevian and Sakmann, 2006) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experiments
Preparation and Patch-Clamp Recording Rats aged 9 to 14 days were decapitated after cervical dislocation. Sagittal cerebellar slices were prepared as described (Llano et al., 1991) . During experiments, the slices were perfused (1.5 ml/min) with a saline solution containing 125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 26 mM NaHCO 3 , 2 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , and 10 mM glucose, equilibrated with a 95% O 2 /5% CO 2 mixture (pH 7.3). In most experiments, the solution was maintained at 34 C-37 C. For the analysis of the cell passive properties, about half of the experiments were performed at room temperature, and half at near-physiological temperature. For the results illustrated in Figures 1B and 1C , values at room temperature versus high temperature were 0.28 ± 0.08 ms versus 0.19 ± 0.04 ms for t f , 2.43 ± 0.40 ms versus 2.65 ± 0.40 ms for t s , 6.8 ± 0.9 pF versus 5.9 ± 0.9 pF for C f , and 10.7 ± 0.9 pF versus 10.2 ± 1.6 pF for C s (n = 7 each). Paired comparisons failed to reveal any significant differences in these data, indicating that passive membrane properties were the same at the two temperatures. Therefore, all results concerning passive membrane properties that had been obtained at high and low temperatures were pooled together. However, all results concerning synaptic currents or synaptic potentials were obtained at near-physiological temperature.
To perform whole-cell recordings from MLIs, we used an intracellular solution containing 139 mM K gluconate, 6 mM KCl, 4.6 mM MgCl 2 , 10 mM HEPES-K, 10 mM GABA, 0.1 mM EGTA-K, 0.4 mM Na-GTP, and 4 mM Na-ATP (pipette input resistance: 6 to 8 MU). (GABA was included because its presence slows down the rundown of autoreceptor currents and thus maintains a near-physiological firing pattern; MejiaGervacio and Marty, 2006) . In axon cutting experiments, EGTA was replaced by the K + form of the Ca-sensitive indicator OG1 (Molecular Probes Europe, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), and, since these experiments were performed in the presence of a blocker of GABA A R, GABA was not included (osmolarity adjusted with K-gluconate). An EPC-10 amplifier (HEKA Elektronik, Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany) was used for data acquisition and electrical control. For voltage-clamp recordings, membrane potential was held at À70 mV. In current-clamp recordings, holding current was set for a membrane potential of À65 to À80 mV. Under both conditions, synaptic signals were filtered at 2 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. For analysis of passive membrane properties, currents elicited by 20 ms pulses of À10 mV from the holding potential in voltage-clamp, and voltage responses to short pulses (1 to 6 ms) in current clamp, were filtered at 4 kHz and sampled at 20 kHz. As needed, AMPA-selective glutamate receptors and GABA A receptors were blocked with 10 mM NBQX and 10 mM gabazine (or 20 mM bicuculline), respectively (all drugs from Tocris).
Calcium Imaging and Axon Cutting Procedures
Axon cutting experiments were carried out with a home-made twophoton fast scanning system. Excitation was provided by a MaiTai Ti-Sapphire laser (Spectra Physics, Mountain View, CA) set at a wavelength of 780 nm. Axonal subregions were scanned by displacing the laser beam in the x-y direction with two galvanometers using scanning and signal acquisition procedures as described . After collection of control electrophysiological data, an axonal region at a distance of 20 to 50 mm from the soma was targeted for cutting. Axon identification was confirmed by the characteristic intracellular Ca rises elicited in axonal ''hot spots'' by trains of action potentials . To cut the axon, the laser beam was displaced through the center of the targeted region using the line scan mode while monitoring the capacitive transient under voltage-clamp conditions. The average power at the specimen plane was increased from 5-10 mW during standard imaging to 120-250 mW during cutting. In general, a series of four line scans (50 ms interval) was sufficient to sever the axon, as evidenced by a sudden increase in holding current and a change in the decay time course of the capacitive transient (Figures 1F and 1G) . In several experiments, axon severing was preceded by a transient inward current reflecting the generation of an unclamped action potential, probably through a process of photostimulation (Hirase et al., 2002) . Extracellular Stimulation For extracellular stimulation experiments, pipettes (tip resistance, $2 MU) were filled with a HEPES-buffered extracellular solution and placed at the surface of the slice either in the molecular layer at a distance of 100-200 mm along the Purkinje cell layer, to stimulate MLI afferent axons, or in the granule cell layer, to stimulate ascending axons of granule cells.
Data Analysis
Analysis was performed off-line with routines written either in R (R Development Core Team, 2005, or www.R-project.org) or in the IGORPro programming environment (Wavemetric, Lake Oswego, OR, USA).
Unless otherwise specified, statistical values in the text are given as mean ± SEM. Differences between control and test results were examined using Student's paired t test; p < 0.05 was considered significant. Estimate of C s , C f , and C Capacitive currents were fitted over an interval of 20 ms with a biexponential function. To eliminate the current due to the pipette and holder capacitance, as well as those due to the seal conductance, capacitive currents in the cell-attached mode were subtracted. The time point used to estimate the initial amplitude of capacitive currents was taken at 0.1 ms after the start of the voltage jump. This time was empirically determined such that the surface area of the extrapolated biexponential was nearly equal to that of the experimental curve. The amplitudes and time constants of the subtracted capacitive current are A s , A f , t s , and t f . First estimates of C s and C f are then
where V c is the amplitude of the voltage step (10 mV).
The total input capacitance of the cell is then defined as
These estimates are then corrected to take into account series resistance errors, as explained below. Series Resistance Corrections on R, C s , C f , C, and RC The presence of a series resistance between the pipette interior and the cell induces a difference between apparent ( app ) and unbiased estimates of C s and C f , as well as the cell input resistance R (Jackson, 1992) . Let us call I in and I ss the instantaneous and steady state current, respectively, delivered in response to a voltage step (with I in = I ss + A s + A f ). It can be shown that R=R app = ðI in À I ss Þ=I in and that C s =C s;app = C f =C f;app = ðI in + I ss Þ=ðI in À I ss Þ The latter equation also applies to the input capacitance of the cell, C = C s + C f , so that RC = R app C app ðI in + I ss Þ=I in All estimates of R, C s , C f , C, and RC have been corrected according to the above equations. Cells with R % 0.2 GU (before or after cutting) were rejected.
Biexponential versus Monoexponential Decay Kinetics
Even though in control conditions, capacitive current decays required a biexponential fit, in some cases (axonless cells or cells with a cut axon), a monoexponential was sufficient. To decide between monoand biexponential approximations, all capacitive transients were first fitted with a biexponential. As in an earlier work (Collin et al., 2005) , if any of the following criteria were fulfilled t s =t f < 3; or A s =A f < 0:15; or A f =A s < 0:15 then the decay was considered monoexponential and a new fit was performed with a monoexponential function. The same criteria were used to assess whether voltage responses to short current injection, or the decay of EPSPs, were monoexponential or biexponential.
Concerning current-clamp data, it was found in some recordings that a very rapid (<0.1 ms) depolarization component occurred at the onset of the current pulse, after which a symmetrical repolarization was observed after the end of the current injection. This component was due to inaccuracies in the compensation of the pipette and holder capacitance. In order to avoid any error linked to this very fast component, analysis of the voltage transients was started 0.1 ms after the end of the current step. Estimate of the Initial Decay Rate Initial decay rates of current-induced depolarizations and EPSPs were determined from the fitted decay curve as follows. If the decay was monoexponential, the rate was taken as the inverse of the time constant. If the decay was biexponential, the rate was taken as (1 À %F)/t s + %F/t f .
Modeling
Current-Clamp Data
Let us consider the assembly of an isopotential compartment (the soma plus dendrites) and of a finite cable (the axon). We assume that the membrane resistivity is the same for the axonal and somatodendritic compartments (support for this assumption will be presented below). Following a step current injection, the voltage relaxation at the soma takes the form (Rall, 1969; Durand, 1984; Jackson, 1992) VðtÞ = S C i expð À t=t i Þ
The sum is computed from i = 0 to infinity, with t 0 = t m , and
Here, I is the amplitude of the injected current, R is the cell input resistance, r = G ax /G s is the ratio between the input conductance of the axon and that of the somatodendritic compartment, L = l/l is the dimentionless electrotonic length of the cable (where l is the physical length of the cable, and l the electrotonic length), k = rL coth L, a i = i p/L, t m is the membrane time constant, and t i = t m /(1 + a i 2 ). Voltage responses to current injections of various durations were obtained by summing responses to current steps of amplitudes I and ÀI, with appropriate time shifts.
If r = 0 (corresponding to an axonless cell) and k = 0, Equation 1 reduces to a single exponential with time constant t m . If r s 0, it appears in Equation 1 that the value of the slowest time constant, t m , does not depend on the value of r. In agreement with this prediction we find that the time constant of voltage decay for axonless cells (23.6 ms) is comparable to the slowest time constant in intact cells (32 ms). This would not apply if the membrane resistivity of the somatodendritic and axonal compartments were different (Durand, 1984) . Thus, our experimental results justify the above assumption of equal membrane resistivity in somatodendritic and axonal compartments.
Voltage-Clamp Data
In response to a voltage step V c , the capacitive current measured in the soma is the sum of the somatodendritic response and the finite cable response. The latter component can be calculated as follows (Rall and Segev, 1985) I c ðtÞ = G V c tanhL + S B i expð À ð1 + b 2 i Þt=t m Þ
The sum is computed from i = 1 to infinity. Here, G is the input conductance of an infinite cable having the same membrane properties as the finite cable used in the simulation, and
Comparing the integral of the slow component predicted from Equation 2 with its experimental value gave G = 0.937 nS. This comparison also allowed us to calculate the capacitance associated with the fast component of the axon capacitive current at a value of 1.8 pF (see Figure 2E ). Since the capacitive currents of somatodendritic and axonal compartments add up in recordings from intact cells, these 1.8 pF have to be removed from the fast capacitance component obtained in Figure 1 (6.3 pF) to obtain the value of the somatodendritic capacitance. This capacitance is therefore 6.3 À 1.8 = 4.5 pF. The same correcting factor has to be added to the slow capacitance component (10.8 pF in the average data of Figure 1) to calculate the actual input capacitance of the axon, which is therefore 10.5 + 1.8 = 12.3 pF. The total capacitance of the flattened axonal membrane is (Rall, 1969) C ax = L t m G, and may be calculated as 16.5 pF.
Estimating Soma and Axon Parameters
We have shown how fitting current-clamp results with the soma + cable model yields the values of the two free parameters of the model, L and r. In the present section we examine the implications of these results in terms of various accessible electrical and morphological parameters. First we note that the cable input conductance can be calculated as (Rall, 1969) G ax = tanhL*G
giving [since tanh(0.55) = 0.500] G ax = 0:468 nS From the value of r estimated from the fit of current injection data, and from the above calculation of the cable input conductance, we obtain the somatic conductance G s = G ax =r = 0:468=1:5 = 0:312 nS
The inverse of G s , 3.2 GU, is close to the experimental value of 3.9 GU found for axonless cells.
We obtain for the total input conductance of the cell 1=R = G ax + G s = 0:468 + 0:312 = 0:780 nS Hence, R = 1.28 GU, which is reasonably close to the experimental value (1.70 GU).
Let us call d the axon diameter, and F an expansion factor (>1), mainly due to axon collaterals, which reflects the ratio between the actual surface area of the axon over that of a cylinder with diameter d. We have (Rall, 1969 To estimate F, we measured the total length of the axon plus collaterals, and we divided this value with that of the linear extent of the axon, giving F = 2.95. It follows that d = 0.59 mm. To obtain an independent estimate of d, we first measured the point spread function of our two-photon imaging system in the plane of focus, and found that it could be fitted with a Gaussian having a standard deviation of 0.185 mm. We next measured the mean standard deviation of Gaussian fits to fluorescence profiles drawn across axons, which gave an average of 0.231 mm. We then calculated the profiles expected from convolution products of a cylinder-shaped step function with the point spread function, and we measured the standard deviation of these profiles as a function of diameter. The diameter that gave the appropriate standard deviation was 0.66 mm, close to the above value of 0.59 mm.
The axon resistivity, R i , can be calculated from the equation (Rall, 1969) l 2 = dR m =4R i which may be rearranged as
This gives R i = 159 Ucm, which is within the range of accepted values for this parameter in central mammalian neurons (Major et al., 1994; Stuart and Spruston, 1998) .
Finally, the axonal dominance index, which is defined as r = G ax /G s , can be rewritten with the help of Equation 3 and 4 as r = ðtanhL * pldFÞ=ðG s R m Þ Since t m = C s /G s = R m C m , this yields the following relation between r and the cell parameters r = ðtanhL * pldFC m Þ=C s (5)
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